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Suggested routing: Authorization Contact, Clearing Contact, Compliance Contact, Programming
Contact, Risk Management Contact

Topic(s): Authorization, Clearing, Fraud/Risk, Merchant, POI/POS Terminal, Rules/Standards

Applies to: � Issuers � Acquirers � Processors

Summary: MasterCard is introducing compliance mandates to address
the accuracy of critical data.

Action Indicator: M Mandate

F Financial impact

C Coding or development changes typically required

A Attention warranted

Effective Date: 14 October 2011—Monitoring and enforcement of new and
existing data requirements begins
13 April 2012—New data requirements take effect for
transactions occurring on or after this date

19 April 2013—Phased reporting and compliance levels
continue through this date

Background
Accurate information in the authorization message is critical in evaluating
the risk of fraud associated with the transaction. MasterCard is addressing
the integrity of three fields important in evaluating fraud risk. Additionally,
compliance mandates are being announced for a fourth field integral to
monitoring the authorization data accuracy program. Study of the present
quality of the data and member feedback has indicated that improving the
quality of data in these fields will help improve fraud prediction, prevention,
detection, and research. Monitoring and member reporting of the data elements
described below will begin with the 14 October 2011 Authorization and
Clearing Release. MasterCard will begin enforcement with the Authorization
and Clearing Release on 13 April 2012 and will increase mandatory compliance
levels incrementally during the subsequent two releases. With the 19 April
2013 Authorization and Clearing Release, mandatory compliance levels for all
regions will align with the thresholds within the MasterCard Data Integrity
Monitoring Program.
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CIS DE 7 (Transmission Date and Time)
DE 7 (Transmission Date and Time) is a mandatory field that contains the
date and time (expressed in Coordinated Universal Time [UTC]) that the
authorization message is processed by the MasterCard Network. When used
in conjunction with the merchant location, this data element is important in
understanding the cardholder’s location at the time of the purchase.

The data in DE 7 will be compared to the information contained within
the MasterCard system to assess its reasonability. Effective for transactions
occurring with the 13 April 2012 Authorization and Clearing Release, the
transmission time provided in DE 7 must be within three minutes of the
current time recorded by the MasterCard Worldwide Network. Considered a
reasonable allowance to account for minor time variances, a three-minute
variance will not compromise the usage of this field in fraud scoring.

CIS DE 41 (Card Acceptor Terminal ID)
Data provided in DE 41 (Card Acceptor Terminal ID) is particularly useful in
fraud investigations. Currently, members frequently omit the information or
provide only the default information when it is supplied.

Beginning with the 13 April 2012 Authorization and Clearing Release,
MasterCard will begin enforcing the requirement to provide this information
with all card-read transactions. Chapter 4 of the Customer Interface
Specification manual states that terminals must be uniquely identified when
a card acceptor location has multiple terminals (refer to DE 41 for more
information).

CIS DE 61 (Point-of-Service [POS] Data), subfield 14
(POS Postal Code)
Data provided in DE 61 (Point-of-Service [POS] Data), subfield 14 (POS Postal
Code) in a card-present transaction is important because it identifies the
location at which the transaction occurs. Currently, the postal code should
be supplied for each authorization in countries that have postal codes and
reflect the merchant’s geographic location; however, authorization messages
frequently contain an inaccurate postal code. The most common problem is
the postal code format does not match the standard for the country.

To validate the postal code in the authorization message, MasterCard will
compare it to the postal code in the related clearing record. Clearing is more
precise due to previous attention through the MasterCard Data Integrity
program. The format and presentation of the postal code must be consistent
between the authorization and clearing messages.

MasterCard will begin monitoring compliance with this requirement beginning
with the 13 April 2012 Authorization and Clearing Release.
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Exemptions from this validation are transactions at merchants in countries or
provinces that do not have postal codes, and card-not-present transactions.

IPM DE 63, Subfield 2 (Trace ID)
The Trace ID contains two fields from the authorization message, DE 63
(Network Data) and DE 15 (Settlement Date), that are populated by MasterCard.
These fields are essential for the authorization to clearing matching required
for the validation of the postal code in DE 61.

Effective with the 13 April 2012 Authorization and Clearing Release, all clearing
records for online-authorized transactions will be required to contain the
Trace ID of the original authorization (for example, DE 63 and DE 15 from
the authorization message must be placed in DE 63, subfield 2 (Trace ID) of
the related clearing record).

For all transactions except those from automated fuel dispensers located
in the U.S. or Canada regions, the Trace ID from the Authorization Request
Response/0110 message must be provided. For transactions arising from
automated fuel dispensers (AFDs, identified with MCC 5542 and CAT level 2)
located in the U.S. or Canada regions, MasterCard requires acquirers to send an
Authorization Advice/0120 completion message to the issuer. Therefore, the
clearing record for such AFD transactions must contain the Trace ID from the
resulting Authorization Advice Response/0130 message. For more information
about AFD transaction processing requirements, refer to “Revised Standards
for Automated Fuel Dispenser Transactions” in Global Operations Bulletin
No. 11, 2 November 2009.

Transactions that legitimately have no online authorization will be specifically
excluded, such as the following:

• chip-read transactions authorized offline by the chip

• transactions at a CAT 3 (Limited Amount Terminal) device

• transactions that qualify for floor limit authorization (that is, transactions at
terminals without both online and magnetic stripe-reading capability and in
the case of POS device or telecommunications failure)

• collection-only clearing records

IPM DE 38 (Approval Code)
With respect to clearing records required to contain DE 63, Subfield 2 (Trace
ID) as described above, MasterCard is also mandating DE 38 (Approval Code)
effective with the 13 April 2012 Authorization and Clearing Release. This field
should contain the value in DE 38 (Authorization ID Response) of the related
authorization message. MasterCard is aligning this mandate with the Trace
ID mandate so members can streamline the process and make systematic
changes concurrently. MasterCard will not be monitoring compliance of the
field at this time.
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Monitoring Approach
The MasterCard Data Integrity Monitoring Program will be used to monitor
compliance to the Standards. For more information, refer to the Data Integrity
Monitoring Program manual.

Compliance level requirements within the Data Integrity program range from
0–98 percent depending on the member volumes. The compliance levels
for the mandate will be adjusted from those standard to the Data Integrity
program. The levels will be phased in over a period of months by region and
by individual field based on current compliance levels. The specific levels will
be communicated to members within each region in another publication.

Monitoring and member reporting of these levels will begin in conjunction
with the 14 October 2011 Authorization and Clearing Release with enforcement
beginning with the 13 April 2012 Authorization and Clearing Release.
MasterCard will increase the compliance levels incrementally during the
subsequent two releases. The compliance levels for all regions will be in
alignment with the thresholds within the Data Integrity program no later than
with the 19 April 2013 Authorization and Clearing Release.

Transactions to be monitored by these announced mandates will not be
rejected at this time for noncompliance with the Standards.

Compliance levels will not be monitored at this time for DE 38 (Approval
Code). However, members are encouraged to make the needed adjustments
to comply with this mandate. MasterCard will monitor this field and institute
compliance measures if needed.

Overview of Revised Standards
Please review the revisions to the publications indicated in the table below and
make appropriate plans to support the revised Standards.

Effective Date Changes to Standards in… Will be Published in…

Immediately Customer Interface
Specification

Chapter 4—Data Element
Definitions

Immediately IPM Clearing Formats Chapter 7—Data Element
Definitions

MasterCard will incorporate the revised Standards into a future edition of these
manuals. The manuals are available on MasterCard OnLine® via the Member
Publications product.
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Revised Standards—Customer Interface Specification
MasterCard will revise the Customer Interface Specification manual to include
these Standards. Additions to the Standards are underlined. Deletions are
indicated with a strikethrough.

Chapter 4—Data Element Definitions

DE 7—Transmission Date and Time

DE 7 (Transmission Date and Time) is the date and time that a message is
entered into the data interchange system MasterCard Worldwide Network. Date
and time must be expressed in Coordinated Universal Time (UTC).

This data element is defined and used identically within all MasterCard
programs and services.

DE 7 must remain unchanged for all messages associated with a given
system transaction, which includes all responses and acknowledgements
related to an original (authorization, file update, reversal, administrative,
network management, etc.) For example, the same trace number is used
in an Authorization Request/0100 and the related Authorization Request
Response/0110, Authorization Advice/0120—Acquirer-generated, Authorization
Advice/0120—System—generated, or Reversal Advice/0420—System-generated
message.

The Reversal Request/0400 message is the exception to this rule. Reversal
Request/0400 messages are treated as an originating request and must have a
unique DE 7 value assigned.

Each message initiator must assign a DE 7 to each originating request message.
Effective 13 April 2012, the transmission time provided in DE 7 must be within
three minutes of the current time recorded by the MasterCard Worldwide
Network.

The combination of a message originator’s DE 11 (Systems Trace Audit Number
[STAN]) and DE 7 must uniquely identify any system transaction the message
originator initiates on any given UTC day. These data elements together may
be used as “key” data elements to identify and locate transaction records at
some later time for the purpose of error resolution, settlement reconciliation,
retrieval requests, and so forth.

DE 61—Point-of-Service (POS) Data

DE 61 (Point-of-Service [POS] Data) supersedes and replaces the ISO-specified
DE 25 (Point-of-Service [POS] Condition Code) that members must not use in
the Authorization Request/0100. DE 61 indicates the conditions that exist at
the point of service at the time of the transaction.
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Subfield 14—POS Postal Code

DE 61, subfield 14 (POS Postal Code) indicates the geographic code of the POS
(merchant) location (not the acquirer’s location). This data is required for all
MasterCard and Visa transactions. Subfield 14 must be present if postal codes
are available in the acquiring country. However, subfield 14 may be omitted
if the postal code does not exist in the acquiring country. Postal code data
must be valid and accurate. Effective 13 April 2012, the content, format and
presentation of postal code data must match in all authorization and clearing
messages associated with a transaction.

The remainder of this chapter is unchanged.

Revised Standards—IPM Clearing Formats
MasterCard will revise the IPM Clearing Formats manual to include these
Standards. Additions to the Standards are underlined. Deletions are indicated
with a strikethrough.

Chapter 7—Data Element Definitions

DE 38—Approval Code

DE 38 (Approval Code) is a code the authorizing institution assigns indicating
approval.

Usage

This data element transmits a card issuer’s “authorization code” for approved
transactions. The card acceptor may retain this code to verify that proper
authorization was received.

In First Presentment/1240 messages and related cardholder life cycle
transactions, this data element contains the actual approval response code the
issuer or its agent sends in response to an authorization request.

Effective 13 April 2012, for each transaction authorized via the MasterCard
Worldwide Network (“online-authorized transactions”), DE 38 of the First
Presentment/1240 message must be populated with the same value contained
in DE 38 of the related Authorization Request Response/0110 message, or for
automated fuel dispenser (MCC 5542 and CAT level 2) transactions occurring in
the U.S. or Canada regions, the related Authorization Advice Response/0130
message. This requirement does not apply to transactions where online
authorization is not requested or required, such as offline-authorized chip-read
transactions, credit (purchase return) transactions, and Collection Only
transactions.

The remainder of this section is unchanged.
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DE 63—Transaction Life Cycle ID

DE 63 (Transaction Life Cycle ID) contains subfields that allow for transaction
life cycle control. All life cycle messages such as Authorizations, Financials,
Reversals, Retrievals, Fulfillments, and Chargebacks are linked with the Life
Cycle Support Indicator and Trace ID subfields.

Usage

DE 63 data may be assigned at the time that the first message in the transaction
life cycle is presented, usually at authorization. This data element consists
of two subfields:

• Life Cycle Support Indicator

• Trace ID

Effective 13 April 2012, DE 63 must be present in the First Presentment/1240
message for all transactions authorized via the MasterCard Worldwide Network
(“online-authorized transactions”). This requirement does not apply to
transactions where online authorization is not requested or required, such as
offline-authorized chip-read transactions, credit (purchase return) transactions,
and Collection Only transactions.

The remainder of this section is unchanged.

Subfields

Subfield 2: Trace ID

The Trace ID is intended to identify uniquely a transaction through its full life
cycle. Currently MasterCard assigns a Trace ID to any transaction authorized
via the MasterCard Worldwide Network.

The Trace ID consists of the Network Reference Number (nine positions)
followed by the Network Date (four positions—MMDD), followed by two
spaces.

Effective 13 April 2012, for each transaction authorized via the MasterCard
Worldwide Network (“online-authorized transactions”), subfield 2 of the First
Presentment/1240 message must be populated with the same values contained
in DE 15, DE 63 subfield 1 and DE 63 subfield 2 of the related Authorization
Request Response/0110 message, or for automated fuel dispenser (MCC
5542 and CAT level 2) transactions occurring in the U.S. or Canada regions,
the related Authorization Advice Response/0130 message. This requirement
does not apply to transactions where online authorization is not requested or
required, such as offline-authorized chip-read transactions, credit (purchase
return) transactions, and Collection Only transactions.

The remainder of this chapter is unchanged.
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For More Information
Members with questions about these revised Standards should contact:

Glen McMillin

Business Leader, Global Network Products

E-mail: glen_mcmillin@mastercard.com
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